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ABSTRACT 

This thesis delves into the mechanical optimization of sandwich structures made solely from 

polypropylene. These sandwich structures exclusively utilize thermoplastic material 

allowing for physical bonding through heat, thereby eliminating the need of adhesives. This 

approach not only simplifies manufacturing processes but also enhances recyclability and 

reduces the environmental footprint of the product. A special polypropylene foam 

manufactured by SPUR, a.s. is employed as a core material. The altered cell orientation, 

which significantly enhances its mechanical properties. As a skin material extruded 

polypropylene foil and polypropylene foil reinforced with long glass fibers were tested. 

Sandwich structure was optimized for maximum rigidity. 

Keywords: polypropylene sandwich, mechanical performance, shear test, compression test 

 

ABSTRAKT 

Tato práce se zabývá optimalizací mechanických vlastností polypropylénových 

sendvičových struktur. Tyto sendvičové struktury tvoří výhradně termoplastické materiály 

(polypropylény), které umožňují fyzikální spojení pomocí tepla, čímž odpadá potřeba 

lepidel. Tento přístup nejen zjednodušuje výrobní procesy, ale také zvyšuje recyklovatelnost 

a snižuje ekologickou stopu výrobku. Materiál jádra sendviče tvoří unikátní 

polypropylenová pěna, kterou vyrábí společnost SPUR, a.s. Pěna má upravenu orientaci 

buněk, což výrazně zlepšuje její mechanické vlastnosti. Jako materiál výztuh slouží 

extrudovaný polypropylén, případně polypropylen vyztužený dlouhými skelnými vlákny. 

Sendvičová struktura byla optimalizována pro dosažení maximální tuhosti. 

Klíčová slova: celopolypropylenový sendvič, mechanika sendvičových struktur, smyková 

zkouška, tlaková zkouška. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This work focuses on optimizing the mechanical properties of sandwich structures that are 

made solely from polypropylenes – a core from polypropylene foam, and a skin from 

polypropylene foil and polypropylene foil reinforced with long glass fibers.  

Theoretical part is focused on introduction of the characteristics of plastic cellular materials, 

including their microstructure and the role of density and gas content on their performance. 

The production process of polypropylene foams using various methods, including injection 

molding and extrusion with chemical or physical blowing agents, is then described. An 

analysis of the mechanical properties of polypropylene foams in relation to their 

microstructural features follows, covering behavior under compression, tension, and elastic 

deformation. Various types of sandwich structures are discussed and compared, including 

those based on thermoset resins, thermoplastics, and manufactured with the help of 3D 

printing methods. The mechanical performance of sandwich structures is examined in detail, 

with a focus on the analysis of behavior under pure bending and bending with shear forces.  

Experimental part deals with an analysis of mechanical properties of a core and a skin of 

sandwiches. The core material – polypropylene foam, was tested in compression (according 

to ISO 844) and in shear (according to ISO 1922/ČSN 64 5436), skin material was tested in 

tensile (according to ISO 527) and compression (according to ASTM C 364) modes. Then, 

using analytical relations from the theoretical part, the structure was examined for maximum 

stiffness to weight ratio with the aim to optimize the mechanical properties of sandwich 

structures for their effective use in various applications.  
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1 CELLULLAR SOLIDS FROM POLYMERIC MATERIAL 

Cellular plastics or plastic foams, also referred to as expanded or sponge plastics, generally 

consist of a minimum of two phases: a solid polymer matrix and gaseous phase derived from 

a blowing agent. There may be more than one solid phase present, as in the case of blends. 

The production of polymeric cellular solid materials has increased in recent decades. The 

main reason for their popularity is their light weight, which fits the current trend of reducing 

the weight of products. They also exhibit good impact resistance properties, good thermal 

and acoustic insulation properties. This makes them suitable for many applications, both in 

the automotive industry and other sectors, such as construction and transport.  

Their advantage is also the variability of properties, where foams made of many polymeric 

materials (PP, PUR, PVC) are available on the market in a range of densities ρ =1,6 kg∙m-3 

– 960 kg∙m-3. [1] 

Cellular plastics can be made either by extrusion or injection molding. Injection molding is 

suitable for complex shapes of finished parts, such as cycling helmet inserts made from PS 

foams. Extrusion is more suitable for basic shapes, such as plates or profiles, but in an order 

of magnitude higher quantity.  

An important problem in the application of cellular plastics is the complexity or impossibility 

of their reuse or recycling owing to the presence of nucleation agents, UV stabilizers, 

viscosity modifiers, flame retardants, etc.  

1.1 Properties of plastic cellular solids  

There are two main approaches to studying the cellular structure of foamed polymers. The 

first is called a graphical approach. As the name implies, it attempts to deduce material 

properties based on optical studies of cellular solid structures.  The second approach may be 

referred to as physicochemical, which attempts to predict the material properties of cellular 

solids based on their polymer matrix composition and the mechanism of foaming. [1] 

The mechanical properties of cellular plastic materials depend on several factors. The main 

factors affecting mechanical properties may include cellular solid density and shape of cells, 

and whether cells are interconnected (open) or closed.  
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1.1.1 Role of density and gas content 

When describing cellular solids, we discuss their apparent density (or volumetric weight). 

The real density measures the weight of the material relative to its actual volume and remains 

constant. The apparent density includes the intercellular space and can vary depending on 

the structure of the material. 

It is possible to state that with decreasing apparent density, the polymer fraction (solid) 

decreases, and the gas fraction (voids or cells) in the material increases. The gas content was 

determined by the nucleation and forming process.  

In open-cell structures, the gas phase is air, whereas in foamed plastics with isolated cells 

(closed cells), it may be another gas depending on the blowing agent used. The diffusion 

process gradually replaced other gases with air. This may cause a change in the measurement 

of the weight over time owing to the difference between the blowing gas density and air 

density. [1] 

1.1.2 Microstructure 

Microstructure has a significant effect on the mechanical properties of cellular solids. The 

microstructure describes the shape and structure of cellular solids at a microscopic level. It 

describes the internal shape of a cellular solid, including its shape, packing, and porosity.  

The cell size is determined by the type of polymer, its flow properties, and air content and is 

therefore also influenced by the type of blowing agent and the method of production. Some 

assumptions are that, typically, smaller cells will mean higher stiffness, while larger cells 

will mean higher pliability.  

Cell orientation affect mechanical properties as seen in Figure 1. The orientation of cells is 

affected by many variables; however, the flow orientation during foaming and solidification 

is important in large cells with low density. In extruded cellular solids, cells are typically 

elongated from an ideal circular shape in the extrusion direction. In injection-molded 

products, elongation in the direction of flow is also evident; however, the problem is more 

complicated because the flow of polymer into the mould cavity is highly variable and 

changeable and can be predicted using simulation software such as Moldflow and Moldex. 

Typically, cells loaded in the direction of elongation (direction of flow) have better 

properties. 
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Figure 1 - Comparison of the compressive stress characteristics of PE cellular solid. ║– 

load in the direction of extrusion, ┴ – load perpendicular to the direction of extrusion. [1] 

 

In terms of microstructure, cells can be considered as separate shapes with thin walls 

connected by edges. The cell shapes were predicted using different models. 

The available theories still fail to predict all the variations in the specific morphological 

structures that occur in real foams. However, the Harding model, based on the concept of a 

dodecahedral structure (twelve faces), covers a wide range of structures that occur in reality. 

In particular, the shapes of the closed cells examined under the microscope closely 

resembled a draining dodecahedron. The degree of runoff (the amount of polymer that drains 

from the cell walls into the fins) is higher for lower-molecular-weight polymers than for 

higher-molecular-weight polymers and lower for rigid foams than for flexible ones. The cell 

and edge shapes of the open-cell polymer foams resemble an open dodecahedron. Cracks 

and voids are more common in the cell walls of rigid foams than in those of flexible plastic 

foams. Most of the cell walls were pentagons, and the remainder were squares and hexagons 

in approximately equal amounts. The cells of rigid polyurethane foams can have up to 15 

walls, and their shapes range from triangular to octagonal.[1][2] 

The proportion of open and closed cells also significantly affects the mechanical properties 

of lightweight polymer materials. Open cells are typically made up of ribs only, as all of the 
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polymer is shed into these ribs/nodes during molding. In contrast, the closed cells had thin 

walls between the ribs. The thin walls trap gas in the cells, thereby improving their 

mechanical properties. The deformation mechanism of closed cells can be remotely 

compared to the deformation of thin-walled vessels with internal overpressure, where the 

internal overpressure helps prevent loss of stability. This logic explains why closed cells are 

preferable from a mechanical point of view. 

Closed cells are less permeable to gases and air humidity, do not absorb other fluids or gases, 

and therefore have better thermal insulation properties. The acoustic insulating properties 

are better for open-cell materials. Shape of open and closed cell can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - Example of possible cell shape with a - open pores, b - closed pores.[1] 
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2 POLYOLEFIN FOAMS (WITH A SPECIAL FOCUS ON 

POLYPROPYLENE)  

Polyolefin foams, such as those made from polypropylene or polyethylene, are characterized 

by good stiffness, flexibility, resistance to wear and tear, and resistance to various chemicals. 

Polypropylene foams, like most polyolefin foams, have mostly (90-98 % of closed cells) a 

closed cell microstructure.  

This makes them suitable for applications where buoyancy is required, such as in marine 

applications. They are also widely used in the packaging industry because of their good 

shock-absorption capability owing to their closed cells.  

Polypropylene foams are divided into two groups: low-density foams and high-density 

foams, and the limiting density is approximately ρ = 240 kg∙m-3 (the data in the literature 

vary). Low-density foams are used in acoustic applications with limited use as structural 

components. High-density foams with good thermal and acoustic insulation properties are 

typically used as structural foams. In 2021, the global market for polypropylene foam was 

valued at approximately USD 1.02 billion. It is expected to grow at an estimated CAGR 

(compound annual growth rate) of approximately 5.9 % over the period 2024-2032, to a 

value of approximately USD 1.45 billion by 2027.[3] 

In recent years, there has been a boom in the automotive industry, as the pressure to recycle 

cars and their components increases, helping to reduce weight and often the number of parts 

by starting to be used as structural members, such as in car seats.[4] Pressure on recyclability 

of car parts is created by European Union, which forces car manufacturers to use recyclable 

materials for at least 95 % of car weight. [5] 

Polypropylene foams can be recycled relatively easily, unlike polyurethane foams (PUR) or 

polystyrene (PS). This is because polypropylene has a less complex chemical structure, 

monomer, and, in addition, it is not necessary to use such a high number of additives as 

stabilizing agents during production, which further complicates recycling.  

Further, polypropylene foams are also used as concrete admixtures to reduce the weight and 

carbon dioxide emissions [6] employed in household applications such as seals, anti-

vibration, and structural members.[4] 
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2.1 Production of polypropylene foams 

There are three main methods to produce foam. They can be produced either by injection 

moulding or extrusion using physical or chemical blowing agents. Each method has its 

strengths and weaknesses.  

2.1.1 Production of foams using injection moulding. 

Foams made by injection moulding typically have an outer shell with small, even 

microscopic, cells, and their core contains larger cells. By using this technology, it is possible 

to create parts with complex geometries. If simulation software is used, geometry of part, 

injection mold and other process parameters can by alter in a way, that will utilize unique 

properties of this technology, such as cell orientation in direction of mold flow and different 

properties of skin and core. Foaming agents can be physical or chemical in nature. Physical 

foaming requires additional devices, whereas chemical foaming can produce hazardous 

gases. This problem is complex and is beyond the scope of this thesis. [7][8]  

2.1.2 Production of foams using extrusion machines and chemical foaming agents 

Polypropylene and other polyolefins are commonly modified for foaming to alter their 

rheological properties. Low melt viscosity is a common problem in foaming. Crosslinking 

slows down the decline in viscosity with increasing temperature. There are many ways to 

perform foam extrusion using chemical foaming agents, but they can be separated into three 

parts: sheet formation, crosslinking, and foaming. No commercially available process is 

continuous, and all require rest. Rests are used to facilitate control of the process, thereby 

increasing product quality, and allowing for balancing capacities among production steps. 

[1] 

2.1.2.1 Crosslinking foams for extrusion using chemical blowing agent 

Crosslinking not only stabilizes bubbles during expansion but also enhances the resistance 

of the cellular product to thermal collapse. Effect of crosslinking on mechanical properties 

of PP is shown in Figure 3. This enhanced resistance to collapse is necessary for some 

applications, such as cable insulation stabilized by radiation crosslinking, which improves 

the retention of antioxidants (additives against oxidation), as well as increasing the cut-

through resistance during soldering. [9]Most commercial modification processes employ 

radiation (β-rays and X-rays) or peroxide cross-linking. Polyethylenes are suitable for 

radiation crosslinking; however, polypropylenes are prone to radical decomposition (β 
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cleavage), making it difficult to crosslink. Therefore, crosslinking of polypropylenes is 

supported with crosslinking aids.[1] 

As crosslinking aid a citric acid (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-oxyl) can be used[10]. 

Polypropylene can also be ionically grafted into PP-g-MAH by zinc. This modification is 

suitable for crosslinking and exhibits a higher melt strength, making it more suitable for 

foaming. [11]. There are many other crosslinking aids such as vinyl monomers, allyl alcohol 

derivatives, polybutadiene, and α-olefins. [1]  

 

Figure 3 – Biaxial Stress-Strain responses of crosslinked polypropylene at varying 

radiation doses. [1] 

There are three main groups of commercially available blowing agents: organic nitrogen 

compounds, sodium bicarbonate and its mixtures with citric acid, and sodium borohydride. 

Among these, only a few are suitable for foaming polyolefins - DNPA (N, N'-dinitro-

sopenta-methylene-etramine) and OBSH (4,4'-oxybis (benzenesulfonyl 

hydrazide)).[1]Widely used is also AC (azodicar-bonamide)[10], which is probably most 

used chemical blowing agent, because its properties that meet most processing criteria, like 

decomposition temperature, rate of gas release, gaseous composition, ease of dispersion, 

storage stability, toxicity, and cost. It decomposes in the temperature range of 200 – 210 °C 

but can be modified to start decomposing at approximately 130 °C. One gram of AC is able 

to decompose into 200-300 cm3 of gas with composition: 65% - N2, 32% - CO, 3% CO2.  
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2.1.2.2 Production processes  

There are numerous methods for producing foamed polymers using a chemical blowing 

agent. They are mainly distinguished by methods of crosslinking (chemical or radiation), 

oven-type (vertical or horizontal), and supporting methods (clips, PTFE belts, aircushions, 

etc.).  

Production of radiation-crosslinked polypropylene foams can be divided into for steps: 

1. Mixing polymer with a blowing agent and other additives (fire retardants and UV 

stabilizers)  

2. Extruding mixture into a solid sheet 

3. Crosslinking 

4. Heating and foam expansion 

The four main types of production are commercially used: Sekisui, Toray, Furukawa, and 

Hitachi, Table 1.  

Table 1 - Commercial cross-linked polyolefin foam sheet processes according to [1] 

Process 

identification 

Cross-linking 

method 
Oven type Supporting method References 

Sekisui Radiation Vertical Gravity, clips [12] 

Toray Radiation Horizontal Molten salt [13] 

Furukawa Chemical Horizontal Mesh wire belt, air cushion [14] 

Hitachi Chemical Horizontal PTFE belt, bars/air cushion [15] 
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2.1.3 Production of foams using extrusion machines and physical blowing agents 

Compared with the process using chemical blowing agents, this process is simpler. A 

convectional extruder is modified to mix the blowing agent with the polymer melt. Then the 

mixture is cooled to the coldest temperature possible, that is, the foaming temperature 

(mixing temperature T ≈180 °C, foaming temperature T ≈ 140 °C). After cooling, the 

mixture is extruded using an extrusion die. The cells nucleate as the melt decompresses in 

the extrusion die and grow rapidly as the melt leaves the die. [1] 

Viscosity is temperature dependent. The first polymer must be melted and supersaturated 

with a physical blowing agent; in this part, low viscosity is necessary, and high temperature 

is required to achieve low viscosity. In the expansion process (nucleation, bubble growth, 

and stabilization), the viscosity must be in the optimal range. A low viscosity results in 

excessive cell growth, thin cell walls. This led to cell collapse. If the viscosity is too high, 

the cells will be too small, and the product will not meet the required specifications as shown 

in Figure 4. 

For this reason, cooler is added after extruder. 

 

Figure 4 – Effect of extrusion temperature on foaming [16] 
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The pressure plays a crucial role in foaming. A physical blowing agent is typically gas, 

cooled, and pressurized enough to become a liquid. In the liquid state, it is added and mixed 

into the polymer melt. The polymer melt typically occurs at a temperature of T ≈ 180 °C. 

However, the blowing agent (gas) remains in its liquid state owing to the high pressure. The 

pressure must be greater than the critical pressure in all parts of the process; otherwise, 

nucleation will start too early. As the mixture exits, the die pressure began to decrease when 

the pressure is lower than the critical one, the blowing agent (gas) begins to expand and 

creates cells as illustrated in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 – Pressure profile along extrusion head. [16] 

The selection of the blowing agent is challenging. The blowing agent must dissolve in a 

sufficient quantity of polymer melt under a moderately high pressure; however, at room 

temperature, it must not dissolve excessively into the cell walls of the expanded polymer. It 

must also permeate more slowly than air through the cell walls; otherwise, the cells would 

collapse or shrink. Apart from these physical properties, there are some technological 

requirements of working with these blowing agents, such as low toxicity, low flammability, 

low cost, and minimal environmental impact. Historically used blowing agents 

(hydrochlorofluorocarbons) met all the criteria, but they damaged the ozone layer; therefore, 

it is not possible to use them anymore. Commonly used blowing agents today are ethane, 

propane,  

n–butane, i-butane, n-pentane, i-pentane, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. Some are flammable 

and require special precautions in the working environment. [1]  
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2.2 Mechanical properties of polypropylene foams in relation to their 

microstructure 

The literature describes the concepts of closed-cell deformation quite well, regardless of the 

material from which they are made, and there are also studies on the tensile and compressive 

behavior of polyolefinic and specifically polypropylene foams. However, the behavior of 

foams in shear, a shear test, is not often described in the literature. To date, no shear test data 

have been published for polypropylene foam.  

A significant obstacle in the measurement of the mechanical properties of foam materials is 

the large inhomogeneity of the structure, which results in a relatively large dispersion of the 

measured values compared to the measurement for solid materials. 

The properties of polypropylene foams depend on many factors; therefore, it is not possible 

to say, in general, whether polypropylene foams are more rigid or more elastic. It can be said 

that they are more elastic than typically rigid foams such as polystyrene foams of the same 

density. However, they are not as elastic as the latex-based foams. Typical stress-strain 

curves for different material are shown in Figure 6.[17] 

 

Figure 6 - Comparison of the compressive properties of foams made of different materials. 
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2.2.1 Mechanical properties of polypropylene foams in compression and tension 

As shown in Figures 7 and 8, there are three distinct regions of the tensile curve for 

polyolefinic foams, including polypropylene foam. The first region is the region of elastic 

deformation, in which there is rotation around the edges and cell walls stretch/compress, and 

the stress gradually increases until it reaches its maximum. After the linear elastic region 

stress reached the critical limit, a loss of stability occurred. The edges and cell walls buckled, 

and the deformation continued to increase, whereas the applied force remained almost the 

same. In closed calls, the force slowly increases in this region because of the compression 

of gas inside the closed cells. This region is known as the plateau (plato). In this region, 

plastic deformation at the cell edges starts to occur, and then the stress starts to rise sharply. 

This is caused by the cell being so deformed that the opposite cell walls touch and thus can 

no longer rotate around the cell edges, but pure tension/compression occurs, similar to an 

unfoamed material. Damage occurred after the initiation of the first crack. In general, these 

regions can be described as the linear elasticity, collapse, and densification regions.  

Young's modulus of elasticity E is equal to the slope of the line in the first region, that is, in 

the region of linear elasticity. If the foam is to be used as a structural foam, the limit of the 

maximum stress, which is bounded by the initial transition to the plastic region, is 

important.[17] 

 

Figure 7 - Illustration of compressive and tensile deformation regions for a general elastic-

plastic foam in tensile and compression tests.[17] 
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Figure 8 - Compression test curves for polypropylene foams of various densities: low ρ = 

20 kg∙m-3; medium ρ = 80 kg∙m-3; high ρ = 200 kg∙m-3.[18]  

2.2.2 Mechanism of linear elastic deformation of general foam with closed cells 

At least two constants are required to describe the isotropic behavior of foams: Young's 

modulus E, shear modulus G, bulk compressibility modulus K, and Poisson's number ν. At 

least five constants are required to describe an axisymmetric (orthotropic) structure, and nine 

constants are required for generally anisotropic foams: elasticity modulus in three directions, 

Ex; Ey; Ez, shear modulus Gxy; Gxz; Gyz, Poisson's ratios νxy; νyz; νxz. 

The deformation mechanism for closed cells starts with small deformations by the rotation 

and bending of walls and nodes; gradually, there is a simple tension/pressure in the cell walls. 

The deformation mechanism is shown schematically in Figure 9. In real cells, the shape is 

far more complicated, but for understanding the basics of foam mechanics, this model is 

perfect and there is no need to use complicated cell models, such as dodecahedrons.  

 

Figure 9 - Idealized cell shape sketch. Open cell on the left, closed cell on the right.[17] 
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Equations 1 and 2 provide a basic understanding of the mechanical properties and their 

relation to cell shape and size. However, they do not cover the membrane stresses in the cell 

walls. The bending stiffness of the cell walls and the effect of the enclosed gas pressure 

change, if the pressure inside the cell is atmospheric before deformation, are negligible in 

linear elastic deformation [17]: 

𝐸∗ =  
𝜎

=
𝐶1𝐸𝑠𝐼

𝑙4  (1) 

where: 

E* - foam modulus of elasticity  

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

휀 – strain δ/l 

δ – displacement 

l – beam length (edge length)  

F – loading force 

I – second moment of area  

C1 – geometrical constant of proportionality (data shows that C1 ≈ 1) [17] 

Then one can write: 

𝐸∗

𝐸𝑠
=  𝐶1 (

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
) (2) 

where: 

E* - foam modulus of elasticity 

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

C1 – geometrical constant of proportionality 

ρ* - foam density 

ρ s – unfoamed polymer density[17] 

 

The membrane stresses induced by the stretching or compression of the walls caused by the 

rotation of the nodes and the deformation of the cells can be described by Equations 3 and 

4. The deformation mechanism is illustrated in Figure 10. When force F is applied, 

deformation δ occurs; thus, the work done by this force in the linear elasticity regime is 1/2 

Fδ. The bending stress in the cell walls is given by 1/2 Sδ 2, where S (S≈ESI/l 3) is the wall 

bending stiffness. The wall stretching stress can be determined as 1/2ESϵ2Vf, where ε (ε 

≈δ/l) is the wall stretching strain, Vf (l 2tf) is the wall volume: 
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1

2
𝐹𝛿 = 𝛼

𝐸𝑆𝐼𝛿2

𝑙3 + 𝛽𝐸𝑆 (
𝛿

𝑙
)

2

𝑙2𝑡𝑓 (3) 

where:  

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

δ – displacement 

l – edge length 

tf – cell wall thickness (see fig. 6) 

F – loading force 

I – second moment of inertia  

α and β are proportionality constants. [17] 

 

Figure 10 - Idealized deformation of closed cells in tension and compression.[17] 

 

If we plug I ≈ te
4 and E* ≈ (F/l 2)/(δ/l) in Equation 3, we obtain an equation of the form: 

𝐸∗

𝐸𝑆
= 𝛼´

𝑡𝑒
4

𝑙4
+ 𝛽´

𝑡𝑓

𝑙
 (4) 

where:  

E* - foamed modulus of elasticity 

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

tf – cell wall thickness  

te – cell edge thickness 

l – beam length (edge length) 

α ´, β ´ – constants of proportionality [17] 
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2.2.3 Mechanism of non-linear elastic deformation of general foam with closed cells 

Linear elasticity typically describes a small area of foam deformation, up to about 2 %. 

However, polypropylene foams and other elastic foams are reversibly deformable - elastic 

beyond this area, but the stress versus elongation curve is no longer elastic. Therefore, the 

term nonlinear elasticity is used. This is the so-called plateau region. There is little or no 

increase in stress despite increasing elongation. This is sometimes incorrectly referred to as 

the plasticity region. Schematic sketch of buckled cell is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11 – Idealized mechanism of cell loss of stability in elastic region. [17] 

 

The critical load, when cell collapse occurs, can be calculated for foams by neglecting the 

influence of cell walls using Euler's relations 

𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =
𝑛2𝜋2𝐸𝑠𝐼

𝑙2  (5) 

where:  

Fcrit – critical strength 

n - the degree of constraint at the end of the elements (based on Euler's relations for the 

buckling of thin members)  

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

l – edge length 

I – second moment of inertia [17] 
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If the load reaches a critical level, the cells collapse, which initiates the collapse of 

surrounding cells. The stress at which this occurs is referred to as critical and can be written 

as: 

𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 ≈
𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝑙2 ≈
𝐸𝑆𝐼

𝑙4  (6) 

where: 

σcrit – critical stress 

Fcrit – critical strength 

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

l – edge length 

I – second moment of inertia [17] 

When I ≈ t4 and ρ*/ρ s = (t/l)2 is plugged, the resulting equation is 

𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝐸𝑆
= 𝐶4 (

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑆
)

2

 (7) 

where:  

σcrit – critical stress 

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity  

C4 – geometrical constant of proportionality 

ρ* - foam density 

ρ s – unfoamed polymer density[17] 

When stability is lost, the contribution from wall deformation is not significant, as they put 

almost no resistance to deformation after they lost of stability. However, the effect of the 

confined gas in the cell is more dominant in this regime, resulting in a slight increase in 

stress in the plateau region. In open cells, this increase was not observed. The pressure in the 

cell during deformation can be expressed as: 

𝑝 ≈
𝑝0 

1− −(
𝜌∗

𝜌𝑆
⁄ )

 (8) 

where:  

p – gas pressure in cell after deformation 

p0 – gas pressure in cell before deformation, typically p0 = patm  

ρ* - foam density 

ρ s – unfoamed polymer density 

휀 – strain [17] 
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We can add this to Equation 7 and obtain the relationship for the critical stress as follows: 

 
𝜎𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡

𝐸𝑆
= 𝐶4 (

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑆
)

2

+
𝑝0 

1− −(
𝜌∗

𝜌𝑆
⁄ )

 (9) 

where:  

σcrit – critical stress 

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

C4 – geometrical constant of proportionality 

p0 – gas pressure in cell before deformation, typically p0 = patm  

ρ* - foam density 

ρ s – unfoamed polymer density 

휀 – strain [17] 

For polyolefin foams, the coefficient C4 typically reaches the value ranging from 0.03 to 

0.05. This correlated well with the measured data as illustrated in Figure 12. [17] 

 

Figure 12 - Dependence of relative critical stress on relative density. The data points 

represent measured values from pressure tests on polyethylene (PE) and polyurethane 

(PUR) foams with open cells (unfilled symbols) and closed cells (filled symbols). The 

curves are fitted with Equations 7 (solid line) and Equation 9 (dashed line) [17] 
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2.2.4  Mechanism of plastic deformation of a closed-cell general foam cell 

Foams made from materials with plastic yield points (rigid polymers, metals, etc.) collapse 

plastically when loaded beyond the linear elastic regime. Plastic collapse, such as elastic 

buckling, provides a long horizontal plateau to the stress–strain curve, but the strain is no 

longer recoverable, as in the nonlinear elastic regime. [17] 

When force F is applied in the middle of the beam element bending moment, equivalent to  

M = F(l/2), it causes stress at the cell edges. The resulting bending stress in linear elasticity 

has a typical linear distribution – maximum stress at the ends and zero stress at neutral axes. 

When the force is increased, the maximum stress remains the same, but the regions where 

the stress is maximum continue to deform plastically. The stress was not distributed linearly, 

but as shown in Figure 13. After the stress in almost the entire cross section reaches the 

maximum edge, it becomes plastic. An idealized model of cell edges becoming plastic is 

shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 13 – Elastic and plastic regions in cross section of a polymer. As in ref. [19] 
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Figure 14 - Idealized mechanism of cell plastic deformation. [17] 

Plastic moment for beam with square cross section can be written as: 

𝑀𝑝 =
𝜎𝑦𝑠𝑡3

4
 (10) 

   

where:  

Mp – plastic bending moment 

𝜎ys – yield strength of cell wall material  

t – beam thickness  [17] 

Maximum plastic stress can be written:  

𝜎𝑝𝑙 =  
𝑀𝑝

𝑙3  (11) 

where:  

Mp – plastic bending moment 

𝜎pl – stress when plastic deformation occurs 

l – beam length  [17] 
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If ρ*/ρ s = (t/l)2 is substituted into Equation 11, the following equation is obtained [17]: 

𝜎𝑝𝑙

𝜎𝑦𝑠
=  𝐶5 (

𝜌∗

𝜌𝑠
)

3/2

 (12) 

where:  

𝜎ys – yield strength of cell wall material  

𝜎pl – stress when plastic deformation occurs 

C5 – geometrical constant of proportionality 

ρ* - foam density 

ρ s – unfoamed polymer density [17] 

Foams with closed cells have membranes that span their face. The plastic collapse causes 

the membrane to be in the compression direction. Because they are thin, the force required 

to crumple them is small. However, at some angles, the membranes are stretched, and the 

work of plastic deformation contributes significantly to the yield strength of the foam.  

The plastic displacement δ of one cell allows the applied force F to work W=F δ angle of 

rotation of the plastic hinges is proportional to δ/l and the plastic work performed by rotating 

these hinges is proportional to Mp δ/l. The cell face is stretched by distance, which is 

proportional to the deformation δ, deformation does work, which scales as σysδtfl. Equating 

these gives: 

𝐹𝛿 = 𝛼𝑀𝑝
𝛿

𝑙
+ 𝛽𝜎𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑓𝑙𝛿 (13) 

where: 

𝜎ys – yield strength of cell wall material  

t – beam thickness   

l – beam length   

δ – displacement 

F – loading force 

α, β – constants [17] 
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2.2.5 Relation between shear modulus and modulus in compression/tension 

The shear modulus was calculated using a formula similar to that of the Young's modulus. 

If shear stress is applied, the walls respond again by bending. The bending deflection is 

defined as Fl3/EsI -, and the modulus G is given by the ratio τ/γ, which corresponds to F/l2 

and δ/l, respectively:  

𝐺∗ =  
𝜏

𝛾
=

𝐶2𝐸𝑠𝐼

𝑙4   (14) 

where: 

G* - foam shear modulus  

Es – unfoamed polymer modulus of elasticity 

γ – strain, given by the relation δ/l 

δ – deflection 

l – edge length  

F – loading force 

I – second moment of inertia 

C2 – geometrical constant of proportionality [17] 

This equation provides approximation of shear modulus, but shear modulus can be affected 

by many variations such as cell orientation etc., therefor it is always better to measure the 

actual shear modulus using standardized test.  
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3 SANDWICH STRUCTURES 

Sandwich structures are composite structures composed of two or more materials (Figure 

15). Typically, a thick lightweight core material creates a distance between the skin materials 

and the thin skin material, which provides stiffness and strength. This combination resulted 

in a light but stiff structure. 

 

Figure 15 – Sandwich structure. 

They are typically used in specialized high-end applications, and their design is tailored for 

applications such as structural parts of aircrafts, race cars, spaceships, and satellites.[20] 

However, with increasing pressure to reduce weight and emissions, they are also beginning 

to emerge in everyday applications such as buses and other forms of public transport. 

Furthermore, sandwich structures are utilized as panels for halls and roofs, where although 

they do not serve as structural members, they provide sound and thermal insulation and are 

rigid and highly resistant to weather conditions if designed and installed correctly. [21] 

There is wide range of materials for sandwich structures, Figure 16. Cores are typically made 

of light materials such as foams (polymeric, metallic [22]), honeycombs (polymeric, 

metallic, paper, balsa wood etc.), corrugated solids (metallic, polymeric) or solids (balsa 

wood, cork etc.) Although core mechanical properties are important, the primary factor 

resisting deformation in a sandwich structure is the skin material. Nevertheless, the core 

material must have good mechanical properties, mainly in terms of shear and good resistance 

to compression. The core is firmly bonded to the skin material; thus, good adhesion is a 

desirable property, based on factors such as the polar surface properties of polymers, specific 

roughness of foams, and addition of mineral additives. Adhesion of core and skin is directly 

linked to mechanical properties of sandwich structure.[23] 
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Figure 16 – Different types of sandwich structures.[24] 

Other desirable properties of core materials include material are good elasticity, and thus, 

brittle materials are generally not used for these applications. Flame retardancy is also 

required for certain applications such as construction materials and automotive components, 

to ensure safety and compliance with regulatory standards. Good recyclability and 

environmental impact are the criteria that are increasingly significant in the process of 

choosing materials, although foams and sandwich structures still pose great challenge for 

recyclability.  

The skin material is typically thin but stiff and strong, as it is a primary load-bearing element. 

Typical materials include thin sheets of metals (aluminum or steel) and thin sheets of 

composites reinforced with long fibers (glass or carbon fibers). However, the range is much 

wider. The main requirements for these materials are good compressive/tensile load 

characteristics, which are their main loading modes. During compression, the skin is often 

subjected to buckling. They should also have good environmental resistance to moisture, 

temperature changes, UV radiation, and ozone. They are often exposed to these influences, 

unlike core materials, which are protected from them. 

Some sandwich structures utilize additional adhesive layers for better bonding of the core 

and skin materials. It is used mainly for materials with bad or very bad adhesion, such as a 

combination of aluminum skin and balsa core, or thermosetting polymers and honeycomb 

structures. The adhesion layer needs to be relatively cheap, able to maintain its properties in 

the desired temperature range, and safe. An adhesive can be applied in the form of a liquid 

or film. The working time of the chosen adhesive is crucial; a longer working time implies 

a longer production time. 
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3.1  Types of sandwich structures 

Sandwich structures can be made in many ways. Here are some common examples. 

3.1.1 Thermoset resin-based methods 

There are multiple methods that use thermosetting resins. They are characterized by good 

temperature- and chemical-stability. The bond between the skin and core material is typically 

very strong. Hazardous chemicals are often used, and the process takes hours to produce one 

part because of the long curing time used in resins. Curing is often performed at elevated 

temperatures, which further increases the price of the final part.  

Hand layup is one of the oldest, easiest, and most commonly used methods for fabricating 

composite laminate structures.[25] 

This method involves using continuous fibers in various forms, such as unidirectional, 

woven, knitted, or stitched fabrics, along with different fiber orientations and laminar layers 

as needed. The matrix was applied over the fiber layers using a roller, and excess resin was 

removed. A releasing agent was applied to the mold surface to prevent it from sticking. 

Despite being cost-effective and suitable for large structures, skilled labor is necessary to 

ensure quality. This method is typically limited to structural applications such as boat hulls 

and vessels owing to defects that can be induced and are extremely difficult to identify. [26] 

Vacuum infusion process utilizes uniform atmospheric pressure to consolidate the resin and 

fibers in the laminate. The laminate was sealed in an airtight bag and air was evacuated using 

a vacuum pump to ensure uniform pressure. Components, such as peel ply and releasing 

agents, aid in perfect bonding between the layers of the laminate and prevent the resin from 

sticking to the mold or other surfaces. Sealant tapes ensure a tight seal, whereas the bleeder 

layer removes the excess resin. Curing at a defined temperature completes the process, 

resulting in high-quality parts with good layer adhesion and minimal emission. However, 

they are not suitable for high-volume production and require expensive curing ovens. 

Various fiber reinforcements have been tested to enhance their properties.[27] 

Autoclave molding, an extension of the vacuum infusion process, produces precise high-

quality parts that are unattainable through standard methods. This advanced process applies 

high pressure and temperature to compact the composite, ensuring void-free results. 

Utilizing composite prepregs lined with fibers for the desired thickness, the material was 

pressurized onto a molding plate and hardened to shape. Peel plies and breather cloth aid in 

the process and are later vacuum bagged to remove air. The parts were cured in an autoclave. 
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Although effective, this method is costly, time-consuming, and mainly used in aerospace 

and military applications. Part quality depends on the applied pressure, curing conditions, 

and materials used.[28] 

The pultrusion process is a high-volume method for fabricating composites, involving 

continuous fiber lamination to achieve uniform cross-section parts, Figure 17. The process 

is similar to extrusion; however, it differs in that the parts are pulled rather than pushed. It 

begins with fiber impregnation, followed by resin removal for proper bonding. The preform 

die shaped the composites, which were then cured in heating dies and cut to the desired 

dimensions. This automated process enables quick production of laminates with a high fiber 

volume fraction, minimal labor, and improved properties. Part quality depends on the resin 

viscosity, fiber volume fraction, temperature profiles, and pultrusion speed. However, only 

constant cross-sections can be produced.[29] 

 

 

 

Figure 17 – Schematic example of pultrusion sandwich line. [30] 
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3.1.2 Thermoplastic based methods 

Thermoplastic sandwich structures can be joined using thermosetting adhesives, such as 

dual-component glues. However, this process is time consuming. To save time, the core and 

skin can be bonded using heat, which is faster. Bonding using heat takes: minutes, while 

joining with the help of thermosetting adhesives reaches: low tens of hours, thus dramatically 

increasing production.  

Thermoplastic-based sandwich structures can be fabricated from variety of materials, the 

most common of which are PEEK, PP, HDPE, PEI, and PA. Different core and skin materials 

can be combined. [31] 

Because thermoplastic sandwich structures are typically produced in high volumes, their 

components are typically made using extrusion. Injection moulding is applicable for 

complex geometries and lower volume productions.  

3.1.2.1 Simple shapes 

Extruded foams or honeycombs are typically used as core materials. Skin materials are 

typically thermoplastic polymers such as PP and PEEK reinforced with continuous fibers.  

Skin and core materials can be bonded using heat and pressure. The heat softens the 

thermoplastic materials, allowing them to flow and intermingle at the interface, while the 

pressure ensures intimate contact between the skin and core, promoting the adhesion and 

structural integrity of the sandwich composite. 

For polymers with poor adhesion (polyolefins) or structures with small contact areas 

(honeycomb core), an adhesive layer is typically used, which requires a lower melting 

temperature than other materials of the structure.  

It is also possible to insert reinforcing fibers into skin materials using the thermoforming – 

dual-step method. [32] Although this process is simple, many variables need to be considered 

to create a high volume of products with consistent quality. In a thermoforming press, UV 

heaters preheat the core and skin materials separately. They are then brought together and 

bonded using pressure and heat. Pressure and heat are provided by the heated mold plates of 

the thermoforming press. However, tight processing windows exist. Specific amounts of heat 

must be applied to skin and core materials. This depends on the power of preheating, 

preheating time, temperature of the mold plates, and contact time between the heated mold 

plates and material. If there is too much heat, the materials can start to flow, and the core 
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material collapses during pressure bonding. If there is insufficient heat, the bond may fail 

prematurely or may not be created at all. The heat and pressure must be evenly distributed; 

otherwise, the final structure is not homogeneous and may include defects. Heat distribution 

can be negatively affected by workshop conditions such as, air movement and room 

temperature changes. The pressure distribution may be negatively affected by local 

inhomogeneity in the core material.  

The influence of pressure and temperature on the mechanical properties of the resulting 

product was investigated; however, no relevant data were found. [32]Each combination of 

materials behaves differently, and the optimal processing conditions must be found for each 

separately. Every type of material has its own challenges.  

3.1.2.2 Complex shapes  

For special applications, injection molded skins are made and between them is injected foam.  

With in-mold foaming, foam cores of complex shapes can be fabricated without significant 

material waste. Moreover, inserts, such as connecting elements and ribbings, can be 

integrated into foam cores during foaming. Furthermore, foam cores with predefined density 

distributions, such as high and low densities in potentially highly and lowly stressed areas, 

respectively, can be produced with in-mold foaming. Finally, when foaming occurs between 

two skins, a fusion bond between the skins and foam core can be generated (especially when 

the skins and foam core are based on the same matrix), leading to high bonding strengths.[33] 

3.1.3 3D printing -based methods 

Additive manufacturing offers an innovative approach for producing sandwich structures. 

This technology enables the creation of complex composite structures by gradually 

depositing material layer-by-layer according to computed models (FFF method). The 

advantages of 3D printing are the efficient use of materials and the ability to create intricate 

geometries with minimal waste. Thermoplastic polymers, such as ABS or PLA, are 

predominantly used. Thus, it is possible to print foamed polymers that can be used as light-

core structures. For printing foamed polymers HDPE, PEI and PA are typically used.[34]  

Polymers reinforced with fibers can be also printed using the FFF method. Typically, these 

are short fibbers with a length of approximately 10 mm. However, it is possible to 

incorporate long fiber reinforcements for superior mechanical properties achievable using 

the FFF method. [35] 
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3.2 Mechanics of sandwich structures  

Sandwich structures typically have rather good mechanical properties with respect to their 

weight. This is mainly due to pure bending and resistance to buckling. Sandwich structures 

are inhomogeneous, and their mechanics differ vastly from those of homogenous structures.  

Analysis of beam sandwich structure 

The theory is similar to the ordinary engineering beam theory, with the addition of shear 

stresses and transverse shear deformations. This theory is often referred to as Timoshenko 

beam theory. For simplicity, all beams are assumed to have a unit width, and thus, all loads, 

bending moments, stiffnesses, etc., are also given per unit width.[36]Mechanics of beam 

structures is best understood on example of pure bending.  

3.2.1 Mechanics of pure bending – four-point bend test 

Assuming perfect joining of the individual components of the composite rod during pure 

bending, the imaginary fibers experience elongation or compression. Fibers that are neither 

stretched nor compressed are referred to as the neutral planes. The neutral plane coincides 

with the neutral axis and serves as the origin of the y-axis in the coordinate system. 

Bernoulli's hypothesis, asserting that the cross section remains planar during bending, allows 

for the formulation of an equation describing the strain of an imaginary fiber positioned at a 

distance y from the neutral axis [36]: 

휀 (𝑦, 𝑧) =  
1

𝑟
𝑦  (15) 

where: 

ε – deformation   

r – radius of curvature of the neutral plane 

y – distance of hypothetical fiber from neutral axis.   

Mechanics of general inhomogeneous structure in pure bending can be seen in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18 -Behavior of general inhomogeneous composite structure in pure bending. As in 

ref. [19] 

For this theory to hold, there must be symmetry in the geometrical shape and structural 

properties about the y axis. 

Bending moment is in cross-section balanced by normal stresses [36]: 

𝑀 = ∫ 𝑑𝑁 ∙ 𝑦
(𝑆)

= ∫ 𝜎(𝑦) ∙ 𝑦 ∙ 𝑑𝑆
(𝑆)

  (16) 

where: 

M – bending moment 

N – normal force  

y – distance of hypothetical fiber from neutral axis   

S – cross-section area  

𝜎(𝑦) – stress based on position in y  
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In linear elasticity region Hook´s law holds:  

𝜎(𝑦) = 𝐸(𝑦) ∙ 휀(𝑦) (17) 

where:  

𝜎(𝑦) – stress based on position in y  

E(y) – elasticity modulus based on position in y 

ε(y) – strain based on the position in y 

Substituting the deformation equation (Equation 15) and physical equation (Equation 17) to 

the equilibrium equation (Equation 16), the equation for the general bending of a non-

homogenous structure is derived as follows [36]:  

1

𝑟
=

𝑀

∫ 𝐸(𝑦)𝑦2𝑑𝑆
(𝑠)

=
𝑀

𝐾
 (18) 

where:  

M – bending moment 

y – distance of hypothetical fiber from neutral axis   

S – cross-section area  

r – radius of curvature of the neutral plane 

E(y) – elasticity modulus based on position in y 

K – flexural rigidity  

From this equation, it is evident that the flexural rigidity is a key factor in the design of 

sandwich structures. To calculate the flexural rigidity, we need to understand the theory of 

reduced cross-sections (sometimes referred to as equivalent cross-sections [37]). The 

structure is split into individual elements based on their mechanical properties (Young 

modulus E). Sandwich structures are typically split into two or three different elements: the 

core, skin, and sometimes adhesion layers. However, the adhesion layers are often neglected. 

Reduced cross section general nonhomogeneous structure can be seen in Figure 18, reduced 

cross section of general sandwich structure is illustrated in Figure 19.  
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Figure 19 – Reduced cross section of general sandwich structure.  As in ref. [19] 

After splitting, reduced cross-sections can be calculated using following equation: 

𝑏𝑖𝑅 =  
𝐸𝑖

𝐸1
𝑏𝑖 (19) 

where:  

bR – reduced width  

b – original width  

Ei – flexural modulus of element 

E1 – flexural modulus of stiffest element (typically skin) [38] 

After the reduced cross sections are calculated, the centroid and second moment of inertia 

can be evaluated. The neutral axis is located at the centroid.  

 Flexural rigidity for general bending of non-homogenous structure can be written as:  

𝐾 = ∑ 𝐸𝑖𝐽𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1   (20) 

where:  

K – flexural rigidity  

E – elasticity modulus  

J – second moment of area [38] 
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Second moment of area is apparently given by:  

𝐽𝑖 = ∫ 𝑦2𝑑𝑆𝑖(𝑆𝑖)
 (21) 

where:  

J – second moment of area  

y – distance of the centroid from the neutral axis 

Si – area  

The second moment of area for the entire reduced cross-section (JR is the sum of all the 

individual moments of area Ji.  

Flexural rigidity for sandwich structure with two symmetric skins and core – as seen in 

Figure 20, can be written as:  

 

Figure 20 – Symmetrical sandwich cross-section with key annotations illustrating stress 

distribution for pure bending. As in ref. [19] 

𝐾 = ∫ 𝐸𝑦2𝑑𝑦 = ∑ 𝐸𝑖𝐽𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

=
𝐸1𝑡1

3

6
+ 2𝐸1𝑡1 [

𝑑

2
]

2

+
𝐸2𝑡2

3

12
=

𝐸1𝑡1
3

6
+

𝐸1𝑡1𝑑2

6
+

𝐸2𝑡2
3

12

= 𝟐 ∙ 𝑲𝟏 + 𝑲𝟎 + 𝑲𝟐 

where:  

K0 – bending stiffness of the skins about the neutral axis  

K1 – bending stiffness of the skins about their individual neutral axes. 

K2 – bending stiffness of the core 

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 

This expression can be further simplified for sandwich structures with thin skins or weak 

core.  

(22) 
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Criteria for thin skin approximation: 

𝑑

𝑡1
> 5.77 alternatively 3 ∙ (

𝑑

𝑡1
)

2

> 100 (23) 

where:  

t1 – skin thickness 

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 

Criteria for weak core approximation: 

6𝐸1𝑡1𝑑2

𝐸2𝑡2
3 > 100 (24) 

where:  

E1 – skin elasticity modulus  

t1 – skin thickness  

E2 – core elasticity modulus  

t2 – core thickness  

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 

Effect of approximations can be seen in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21 – Effect of approximations on stress distribution.  
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If both criteria are satisfied it is possible to approximately write: 

𝐾 = 𝐾0 =
𝐸1𝑡1𝑑2

2
 (25) 

where:  

K – flexural rigidity/bending stiffness of whole sandwich structure  

K0 – bending stiffness of the skins about the neutral axis  

E1 – skin elasticity modulus  

t1 – skin thickness  

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 

All materials have different mechanical properties in compression and tension. This 

difference in mechanical properties is significant in composite materials reinforced with long 

fibers, which are commonly used as skin materials. However, this difference in mechanical 

properties can be significant even in extruded thermoplastics, whether reinforced or not. 

This effect is called bimodularity of skin layers. Asymmetrical sandwich structure is 

illustrated in Figure 22.  

To calculate flexural rigidity for the sandwich structure with the asymmetrical skins neutral 

axis needs to be defined first. It can be determined using first moment of inertia integrated 

over entire reduced cross section.  
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Figure 22 - Asymmetrical sandwich cross-section with key annotations  illustrating stress 

distribution for pure bending. As in ref. [19] 

 

𝐸1𝑡1 (
𝑡1

2
+ 𝑡3 +

𝑡2

2
) + 𝐸3𝑡3 (

𝑡3

2
+

𝑡2

2
) = 𝑒[𝐸1𝑡1 + 𝐸3𝑡3 + 𝐸2𝑡2] (26) 

where:  

E1,2,3 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

e – centroid location (distance from the middle axis of the lower skin to 

the neutral axis)[36] 

Flexural rigidity is then:  

𝐾 =
𝐸1𝑡1

3

12
+

𝐸2𝑡2
3

12
+

𝐸3𝑡3
3

12
+ 𝐸1𝑡1(𝑑 − 𝑒)2 + 𝐸2𝑡2𝑒2 + 𝐸3𝑡3 (

𝑡3+𝑡2

2
− 𝑒)

2

 (27) 

where:  

E1,2,3 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1/2+t2/2+ t3) [36] 

e – centroid location (distance from the middle axis of the lower skin to 

the neutral axis)[36] 
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For weak core Ecore << Eskin (weak core approximation), and thin skins t1, t2 << t3 (thin skin 

approximation) is possible to write: 

𝐾 = 𝐾0 = 𝐸1𝐽𝑟 ≈
𝐸1𝑡1𝐸2𝑡2𝑒2

𝐸1𝑡1+𝐸2𝑡2
 (28) 

where:  

K0 – bending stiffness of the skins about the neutral axis  

E1,2,3 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

e – centroid location (distance from the middle axis of the lower skin to 

the neutral axis) 

Jr – second moment of area of reduced cross section.  

Normal stress caused by bending moment in analyzed layer – i is then calculated using:  

𝜎𝑖(𝑦) =  
𝐸𝑖

𝐸1

𝑀

𝐽𝑟
𝑦 (29) 

where:  

σi(y) – stress in the analyzed layer as a function of the distance from the neutral axis  

Ei – flexural modulus of element 

E1 – flexural modulus of stiffest element (typically skin)  

M – bending moment 

JR – second moment of area for whole reduced cross-section 

y – distance from the neutral axis 

Stress must be calculated for each layer individually, and individually compared to the 

maximum stress value for each material. 
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3.2.2 Mechanics of bending with shear forces - three-point bend test 

During applications, the sandwich structures are often subjected not only to bending but 

bending with shear forces. Shear stress is transmitted through core. This means that in most 

applications core shear modulus is important.  

Shear stress emerges in even basic three-point bend test. Therefore, this test in not suitable 

to assess bending properties of sandwich structures. But it can be crucial for assessing 

mechanical properties in real world application.  

Shear stress is typically maximum in neutral axis (y = 0). Equation for asymmetrical 

sandwich structure: 

𝜏(𝑦) =  
𝑇

𝑆
[𝐸1𝑡1(𝑑 − 𝑒) +

𝐸3

2
(𝑑 − 𝑒 −

𝑡1

2
)

2

− 𝑦2] (30) 

where:  

τ – shear stress 

T – force   

E1,2 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2 – layer thickness  

e – centroid location (distance from the middle axis of the lower skin to 

the neutral axis) 

S – shear stiffness of sandwich structure 

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 

When assuming weak core (weak core assumption Equation 24) simplified equation can be 

used:  

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑇

𝑆

𝐸1𝑡𝑡𝐸2𝑡2𝑑2

𝐸1𝑡𝑡+𝐸2𝑡2
 (31) 

where: 

τ – shear stress 

T – force 

E1,2 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 
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t1,2 – layer thickness  

e – centroid location (distance from the middle axis of the lower skin to 

the neutral axis) 

S – shear stiffness of sandwich structure 

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 

When assuming thin skins (thin skin assumption Equation 23) simplified equation can be 

used:  

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑇

𝑑
 (32) 

where: 

τ – shear stress 

T – force 

S – shear stiffness of sandwich structure 

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 

Equations 30,31 and 32 are for unit length. Exact value of shear stiffness is derived through 

an energy balance equation. The process involves calculating the average shear angle of the 

cross-section and integrating it over the cross-sectional area, considering shear stress and 

strain values. This approach provides an exact determination of the shear stiffness, however 

using the approximations for a sandwich with thin skins, tskin << tcore, weak core, Ecore << 

Eskin, and assuming the shear modulus of the skins to be large it is possible to write [36]:  

 

𝑆 =
𝐺3𝑑2

𝑡3
 (33) 

where: 

S – shear stiffness of sandwich structure 

G3 – shear modulus of core 

t3 – thickness of core  

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1+t2) [36] 
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Total displacement is given by combining deformation caused by the bending moment with 

deformation caused by the shear forces:  

𝛿 = 𝛿𝑀 + 𝛿𝑇 (34) 

where:  

δ – total displacement 

δM – displacement by bending moment 

δT – displacement by shear forces  

This can be seen in Figure 23, where cantilever sandwich beam with a known length l and 

rectangular shape is fully fixed in on one side and loaded by force F opposite side. 

 

Figure 23 - A cantilever sandwich beam illustrating bending, shear, and total superimposed 

deformation. 

Total displacement is then:  

𝛿 = 𝛿𝑀 + 𝛿𝑇 =
𝐹𝑙3

3𝐾0
+

𝐹𝑙

𝑆
 (35) 

where: 

δ – total displacement 

δM – displacement by bending moment 

δT – displacement by shear forces  

F – force 
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K0 – flexural stiffness (assumed only as bending stiffness of the skins about the neutral axis) 

S – shear stiffness 

l – beam length[36] 

In the three-point bend test, a sandwich beam with a known length l and rectangular shape 

is supported at two points and loaded by a force F at the midpoint of the beam (assuming 

thin skins, a weak core, and a large shear modulus of the skins). Mechanics of this are 

illustrated in Figure 24. The maximum displacement is then determined by: 

𝛿 = 𝛿𝑀 + 𝛿𝑇 =
𝐹𝑙3

48𝐾0
+

𝐹𝑙

𝐺3𝑏𝑡3
 (36) 

where: 

δ – total displacement 

δM – displacement by bending moment 

δT – displacement by shear forces  

F – force 

K0 – flexural stiffness (assumed only as bending stiffness of the skins about the neutral axis) 

G3 – shear modulus of core 

l – beam length 

b – beam width  

t3 – thickness of core  
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Figure 24 – Superposition of deformations due to shear and bending stress in three point 

bend test of sandwich structure. [39] 

3.2.3 Failure mods 

Sandwich panels can fail in several ways, each mode giving one constraint on the load 

bearing capacity of the sandwich. Depending on the geometry of the sandwich and the 

loading, different failure modes become critical and set the limits for the performance of the 

structure. Most common failure mods are shown in Figure 25. [36] 

 

Figure 25 – Failure mods in skins and core.[36] 
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Skin yield occurs in skin in tension when normal stress exceeds maximum allowed stress. In 

relatively elastic skins this results in plastic deformation of skin and consequential plastic 

deformation of core until cracks start to propagate and structure fails. If skin is relatively 

brittle, especially in materials reinforced with long fibers, failure may occur abruptly without 

significant plastic deformation.  

Skin wrinkle occurs on the skin subjected to compression when it loses stability. The skin is 

partially supported by the core, but this support is relatively weak. When stability is lost, 

wrinkles occur, followed shortly thereafter, within tenths of milliseconds, by debonding and 

skin fracture. This can be seen in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 – Skin wrinkle and fracture, with FEM simulation.[38] 

 

Core shear failure occurs when shear stress in core is larger than shear strength of the core. 

Shear failure is not always visible and can be challenging to identify. Determining of shear 

strength of core can be challenging especially for foam cores made from PP. Typically cracks 

are inclined 45° from skins, this is typical for pure shear cracks. Criteria for sheal failure can 

be written as [36]: 

  

Wrinkles (t = 0 s) 

FEM simulation 

Fracture (t + 0,04 s) 
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𝜏𝑐 = [(
𝜎3

2
)

2

+ 𝜏3
2] < 𝜏𝐴 (37) 

where: 

τc – combined shear stress 

τ3 – shear stress in core 

τa – maximum allowed shear stress 

σ3 – normal stress 

Debonding means that the adhesive joint bonding of the skin to the core fails. This can occur 

due to overloading. The shear stress in the bond line is almost as high as in the middle of the 

core, and if the adhesive joint has less strength than the core it will fail prior to the core. 

This, however, should be avoided by choosing an adhesive and a manufacturing method the 

prevents the above from happening. The bond line will also be subjected to high stresses if 

there is a thermal field with high gradient acting on the skin. Since the core usually is a very 

good thermal insulator, whereas the skin usually is not, especially if a metal skin is used, 

then if the skin is subjected to a temperature change, sunshine for example, the thermal 

gradient will be very high in the interface causing high thermal stresses in the bond line. The 

adhesive joint may also fail due to fatigue, impact, ageing or numerous other causes. The 

main problem with debonding failures are that they are sub-surface, making them difficult 

to detect and can therefore grow into critical size before detected.[36] 

Indentation of the core occurs at concentrated loads, such as fitting, corners, or joints. 

Practically they can be avoided by applying the load over a sufficiently large area. What 

actually happens when point loads are applied is that the skin will act as a plate on an elastic 

support. The skin will bend independently of the opposite skin and if the deformation and 

thus the elastic stress supplied by the core exceed the compressive strength of the core, the 

core will fail. In practice, there are many ways to enhance the local strength of a sandwich 

to avoid indentation.[36] 
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  EXPERIMENTAL 
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4 CORE TESTING 

As core material innovative polypropylene foam structure is used. First polypropylene and 

additives are melted in extruder, then physical blowing agent is mixed in. Then is this melt 

extruded through circular extrusion head and cut to form plan. Planks are joined together 

using heat and then cut, to alter cell orientation. This process is described in more detail in 

next chapter. Effect of cell orientation was described in detail in Chapter 1.1.2 and effect of 

cell orientation on mechanical properties in compression can be seen in Figure 1. 

Foam was manufactured by company SPUR under trade names – HARDEX XPP OPTIMA 

and HARDEX XPP PERFORMANCE. Spur produced this product using patented 

technology (Figure 27). [40] 

 

Figure 27 – Schematic of altering cell orientation for HARDEX XPP production. [40] 

4.1 Compression test preparation 

Compression test was conducted according to ISO 844. Core isn’t typically loaded with 

normal stress. But if local load is placed on sandwich structure good compression properties 

of core material are desirable as they play crucial role in resisting skin indentation as 

discussed in Chapter 3.2.3 – Failure Mods. Furthermore, literature describes mechanical 

properties in compression in detail. Therefor mechanical properties of core were investigated 

with special focus on cell orientation and density. Specimen sizes were 100 x 100 mm with 

varying thickness between t = 16 – 24 mm due to production. 

Tests were conducted at certified testing machine Zwick/Roell 1456 set according to ISO 

844. 
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4.2 Shear test preparation 

Shear test was conducted according to ISO 1922.  

Shear testing was far more complicated than compression testing. Firs support plates were 

modeled in CATIA V5 according to standard ISO 1922, Testing apparatus was made by 

company SPUR. SPUR also provided specimens for testing, different densities  

(ρ = 60,80,120 kg∙m-3) each with two different orientation of ribs – ribs are from heat 

bonding of foam planks as seen in Figure 28. Samples are bonded to support plates using 

adhesive, first cyanoacrylate glue was used, but it did not create bond strong enough. All test 

was than conducted using 3D 8010 DP adhesive. This adhesive is specially designed to joint 

nonpolar polymers, such as polypropylene. For one sample more than 20 g of adhesive was 

used.  

Preparing test specimens was time consuming. Adhesive had to cure for at least 24 h. After 

test cleaning of support bars took several hours. Best method of cleaning support bars was 

to mechanically remove adhesive using abrasive method (surface grinder or angle grinder 

with abrasive disc). It is also possible to chemically clean support bars using solvent 

(C6000). This process takes at least 24h and can lead to bad adhesion of following 

specimens.  

 

Figure 28 – From left: 3D model of testing apparatus, pattern for application of adhesive, 

shear test with visible inhomogeneities in samples, end of shear test with visible 

deformations. 
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5 SKIN TESTING 

As skin materials extruded polypropylene and pultruded glass fibers with polypropylene was 

considered and tested. Both are well-known materials that have been used for long time. 

Polypropylene was manufactured by company SPUR. Polypropylene is made out of approx. 

58 w% of polypropylene (50 % homopolymer, 50 % copolymer), 40 w% talc, 0.6 w% 

processing additives, 0.4 w% antioxidants and UV stabilizers, 1.5 w% pigments. 

Composition can be slightly modified. 

Pultruded polypropylene reinforced with long glass fibers was manufactured by company 

Profol Composites under tradename proUD 0°. It composes of 72 w% of glass fibers, and 

rest is polypropylene, pigment and processing additives. According to manufacturer is 

weight per unit area m = 320 g/m2 (ISO 10352) and Young modulus in tension E = 37 000 

MPa, and maximum stress in tension is σ = 1000 MPa (ISO 527–4 ).       

 

Figure 29 – Production of proUD 0°. [41] 

Since skin materials are often subjected to stress in either a tension or a compression, their 

properties were investigated. 

5.1 Tension test preparation 

Tensile test of faces was conducted according to ISO 527:2023 (ISO 527-1; ISO 527-3;ISO 

527-4). Specimens were cut out of thin sheet on 100W laser - LTT | ILS 3N-T100-NCC-B2-

12. Sample cutting out is shown at Figure 30 
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Figure 30 – Specimen cut out on 100W laser. 

Polypropylene was tested according to ISO 527-3 on Zwick/Roell 1456, test setup can be 

seen at Figure 30. Specimens dimension were 160 mm, 25 mm, specimens’ thickness were 

0.8 mm and distance between jaws was 100 mm. For this test mechanical spring-operated 

jaws were strong enough to hold specimens in place for testing.  

 

Figure 31 – Testing machine with spring operated jaws and extensometers. [42] 
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Polypropylene reinforced with long glass fibers was tested according to ISO 527-4. 

Specimen was cut out according to shape of Specimen 1B as required in standard, specimen 

shape can be seen in Figure 32. Then polypropylene patches were heat bonded at ends of 

specimens, so that they would not slip out of jaws while testing. For this laboratory hot press 

was used, temperature of press faces was set to T = 145 °C, specimens were hot pressed for 

approx. 45 s. Press used was EMG SAREL (manufactured by EMG Zlín). Right after hot 

pressing were specimens put between two cold steel plates (plate weight approx. 2 kg) for at 

least one minute. This can be seen at Figure 33. Specimen thickness was 0.2 mm and jaws 

gripped specimen as required by standard. Test was conducted on certified machine 

Zwick/Roell 1456, with pneumatic jaws. Tests were also carried out without polypropylene 

patches, but the method of breakage of the samples and the values obtained were not 

satisfactory - on Zwick/Roell 1456 with spring jaws or pneumatic jaws, nor on Testomatric 

350M with pneumatic jaws (the jaws with knurled and abrasive were tested). 

 

Figure 32 – Specimen 1B as required in standard. [43] 

 

Figure 33 – Cooling after heat bonding, to avoid warping. 
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5.2 Compression test preparation 

Compression test was conducted according to ASTM C 364 – standard test method for 

edgewise compressive strength of sandwich construction. In this test sandwich structure is 

tested in compression, and then are compression properties of skins are extrapolated 

(mechanical properties of core are known and was measured in different test). Test set up 

can be seen at Figure 34. Specimens were cut out of sandwich panel on 100W laser - LTT | 

ILS 3N-T100-NCC-B2-12. Firstly, was material cut from one side, then flipped and cut from 

other side, so that core material is thermally affected as little as possible. 

Specimen dimensions was as standard requires – 100 x 50 mm, thickness is given by 

manufacturing limitations t ≈ 20 mm.  

 

Figure 34 – Schematic of apparatus for testing according to ASTM C 364.[44] 
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6 SANDWICH TESTING 

For verification of optimized structure and it´s flexural rigidity sandwich structure has to be 

tested in bending. Three-point bend test is not suitable as there are significant shear forces 

in the entire length of sample. Four-point bending is more suitable as there are shear force 

only in small part of specimen length (between support and loading rod). In middle of sample 

is uniformly distributed bending moment. Stress distribution for both test is shown in Figure 

35. 

 

Figure 35 – Three- and four-point bend test normal and bending stress distribution.[45] 

Samples were manufactured in SPUR laboratory, using three step method.  

1. Skins layers were joined together with adhesion layer using hot press (T ≈ 170 °C;  

t ≈ 20 - 50 s) 

2. Core layer was joined with adhesion layers using hot press (T ≈ 155°C; t ≈ 5 - 10 s) 

3. Prepared skin and core structures were joined together using hot press (T ≈ 150 °C;  

t ≈ 50 - 90 s) and then clamped in tempered press to prevent warpage. (T ≈ 25 °C;  

t ≈ 80 s) 

Using this method plates 250 x 250 mm were prepared. Than using table saw samples were 

cut out to final dimensions.  
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Samples structure:  

1. Series – 5x proUD0° (~ 1 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (||)- 5x proUD0° (~ 1 mm) 

2. Series – 2x proUD0° (~ 0.4 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (||)– 3x proUD0° (~ 0.6 mm) 

3. Series – 4x proUD0° (~ 0.8 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (||) - 6x proUD0° (~ 1.2 mm) 

4. Series – 6x proUD0° (~ 1.2 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (||)- 9x proUD0° (~ 1.8 mm) 

5. Series – extruded polypropylene (~ 0.4 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (⊥)- extruded 

polypropylene (~ 0.4 mm) 

6. Series – extruded polypropylene (~ 0.4 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (||)- extruded 

polypropylene (~ 0.4 mm)  

6.1 Bend test preparation 

Four-point bend test was set up according to ASTM D393. Sample dimensions differ from 

specimen dimension required by standard due to manufacturing limitations (maximum 

specimen thickness according to standard is 9 mm, and minimum core thickness possible is 

≈ 20 mm). Sample dimensions are similar to ref. [46], there for width 50 mm and length 

over 220 mm. The distance between test supports was 200 mm, while the minor support 

distance was 100 mm.  Test set up can be seen in Figure 36. Three-point test was conducted 

similarly, distance between test support was 200 mm. Tests was conducted on Testomatric 

M350 – 5CT. 

To prevent indentation test supports were supported by steel plates similar to reference [38]. 

Using support helped, but skins still indented at ends of support. 

 

Figure 36 – Four-point test set up. 
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  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
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7 CORE TESTING 

As core material polypropylene foam structure is used. The foam is extruded from a circular 

head, then cut with a knife and straightened into a flat strip. This strip is than cut to specified 

length. Foam panels are later joined to form big blocks together using hot air. These big 

blocks are then cut using saw. This joining into big blocks and later cutting allows control 

over cell orientation and foam thickness. This process results in foam with “ribs” after 

joining with hot air. Process is schematically illustrated in Figure 37, resulting structure can 

be seen in Figure 38. Foam´s mechanical properties are strongly dependent on foam density, 

rib orientation and cell orientation.  

 

Figure 37 – Schematic illustration of foam production.  

 

Figure 38 – Foam macrostructure (left) and microstructure (right).  
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7.1 Compression test 

Compression test was conducted according to ISO 844. Core is not typically loaded with 

normal stress. But if local load is placed on sandwich structure good compression properties 

of core material are desirable as they play crucial role in resisting skin indentation as 

discussed in Chapter 3.2.3 – Failure Mods. Furthermore, literature describes mechanical 

properties in compression in detail. Therefor mechanical properties of core were investigated 

with special focus on cell orientation and density. Samples were provided by SPUR 

company. Sample sizes were 100 x 100 mm with varying thickness between t = 16 – 24 mm.  

Test were conducted at certified testing machine Zwick/Roell 1456 set according to ISO 

844. 

ISO 844 is used to test mechanical properties in compression in linear elastic region  

(strain – 휀  ≤ 10 %). Results can be seen in Tables 1,2 and Figures 39,40.  

Table 2– Stress and elastic modulus of different foam densities in compression test parallel 

(||) to extrusion direction. 

ρ [kg∙m-3] 40 60 80 120 

E [MPa] 9.4 ± 0.88 15.2 ± 2.12 22.2 ± 0.16 22.3± 0.64 

σ at 10% [MPa] 0.353 ± 0.0064 0.785 ± 0.0315 1.443 ± 0.0620 1.899 ± 0.0454 

 

 

Figure 39 – Stress-strain curve for different foam densities - ρ, stress applied parallel (||) to 

extrusion direction, with error bars.  
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Table 3 – Stress and elastic modulus of different foam densities in compression test 

perpendicular (⊥) to extrusion direction. 

ρ [kg∙m-3] 40 60 80 120 

E [MPa] 0.4 ± 0.04 1.0 ± 0.21 2.3 ± 0.23 2.4± 0.18 

σ at 10% [MPa] 0.029 ± 0.0012 0.062 ± 0.0046 0.137 ± 0.0039 0.158 ± 0.0031 

 

 

Figure 40 – Stress-strain curve for different foam densities - ρ, stress applied perpendicular 

(⊥) to extrusion direction, with error bars.  

Obtained data are consistent with literature findings. Region of linear elasticity is clearly 

visible. Density affects mechanical properties in compression as predicted by Ashley and 

Gibson equations (see Chapter 2.2). With increasing density mechanical properties improve. 

Modulus of elasticity – E  is dependent on density (see Equation 2). With increasing density 

modulus of elasticity – E increases. Cell orientation has crucial effect on mechanical 

properties, as illustrated in Figure 1. Cells are elongated in extrusion direction, as seen in 

Figure 28. Loading perpendicular to extrusion direction (⊥) results in worse mechanical 

properties, than for cells loaded parallel to extrusion direction (||).  Effect of strain rate and 

temperature was not tested, but literature suggest it also has crucial effect. [46]  
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To illustrate full range of mechanical properties (strain – 휀 ~ 85 %) other tests were 

conducted. However, the data from these tests are only used for comparison with literature 

and not for determining statistically significant values to be used for calculations. Results 

can be seen in Figure 41.  

 

Figure 41 – Full stress-strain curve for foam density – ρ = 40 kg∙m-3, stress applied parallel 

(||) to extrusion direction.  

All 3 regions of deformation are clearly visible – elastic region, plato and densification.  

7.2 Shear test 

Shear test was conducted according to ČSN 64 5436, which is similar to ISO 1922. Core 

typically transmits all shear forces, therefor it is important to investigate its mechanical 

properties as it can limit ultimate strength of sandwich structure due to core shear failure 

(see Chapter 3.2.3 – Failure Mods). No data for polyolefinic foam shear test was found.   

Effect of density and effect of rib orientation on mechanical properties were investigated. 

Density plays role, but due to testing being both time consuming and costly not enough 

consistent data were conducted. Role of rib orientation was significant, and for density  

ρ = 80 kg∙m-3 were consistent data conducted as seen in Figure 42.  
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Figure 42 – Stress - strain curves for same density foam with different rib orientation. 

In specimens with ribs transversely stress strain curve has typical S shape. In starts with 

linear region, then rib and cell collapse occur after this densification and tearing occurs. Rib 

and cell collapse is not homogenous, this causes data to be inconsistent, and causes local 

debonding and adhesive failure, this failure spreads rapidly and sample (foam) debonds fully 

from support plate. In specimens with ribs longitudinally cells start to deform, but ribs did 

not collapse.   

For design process linear elasticity region is crucial, form stress-strain plots maximum stress 

in linear elasticity region was estimated, estimated data can be seen in Table 3 and 4.   

Table 4 – Values from shear test ISO 1922. 

ρ (rib orientation) 60 - longitudinally 60 - transversely 80 - longitudinally 

N (significant) 4 3 9 

  σmax [MPa] σel[MPa] E[MPa] σmax[MPa] σel[MPa] E[MPa] σmax[MPa] σel[MPa] E[MPa] 

x 0.6 0.45 56.2 0.2 0.35 24.3 0.8 0.85 76.7 

s 0.1 * 3.1 0.1 * 3.9 0.1 * 9.4 

 

Table 5 – Values from shear test ISO 1922. 

ρ (rib orientation) 80 - transversely 120 - longitudinally 120 - transversely 

N (significant) 7 5 2 

  σmax[MPa] σel[MPa] E[MPa] σmax[MPa] σel[MPa] E[MPa] σmax[MPa] σel[MPa] E[MPa] 

x 1 0.4 52.6 0.9 1 74.1 0.7 0.8 111.5 

s 0.1 * 13.5 0.1 * 15.5 0 * 2.4 
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8 SKIN TESTING 

Skins are predominantly loaded in tension or compression, therefor they mechanical 

properties in these loading conditions were investigated. 

8.1 Tensile test 

Tensile test of skins was conducted according to ISO 527 (ISO 527-1;ISO 527-3;ISO 527-

4). As skin material extruded polypropylene, pultruded glass fibers with polypropylene, 

Table 6. 

Table 6 – Tensile test result for polypropylene and polypropylene reinforced with long 

unidirectional glass fiber. 

PP PP + glass fiber 

perpendicular (⊥) parallel (||) perpendicular (⊥) parallel (||) 

E [MPa] σmax[MPa] E [MPa] σmax[MPa] E [MPa] σmax[MPa] E [MPa] σmax[MPa] 

N 10 11 7 9 

x 567 26 646 30 2816 11 31967 813 

s 48.6 0.2 49.4 1.0 207.5 45353,0 2471.2 76.5 

 

Polypropylene was tested according to ISO 527-3. Stress strain curve can be seen in Figure 

43. 

 

Figure 43 – Stress – strain curve for extruded polypropylene in tension with error bars. 

Anisotropy was seen, results perpendicular to extrusion direction (⊥) has worse mechanical 

properties, than for cells loaded parallel to extrusion direction (||). Data are consistent.  
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Glass fiber reinforced polypropylene was tested according to ISO 527-4. Stress strain curve 

can be seen in Figures 44 and 45.  

 

Figure 44 – Stress – strain curve for polypropylene reinforced with long glass fibers 

(proUD 0°) loaded in tension parallel to fibers. 

 

Figure 45 – Stress – strain curve for polypropylene reinforced with long glass fibers 

(proUD 0°) loaded in tension perpendicular to fibers. 

Testing was difficult due to it being so thin and slipping out of the testing jaws. But data 

were consistent and significant anisotropy was observed as in all long fiber reinforced 

composites. Samples after testing were investigated under SEM, this can be seen in Figures 

46 and 47.   
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Figure 46 – Sample loaded parallel to fibers direction under SEM. 150 x times 

magnifications (left) and 2000 x times magnification (right). Red arrows – loading 

direction. 

 

Figure 47 – Sample loaded perpendicular to fibers direction under SEM. 150 x times 

magnifications (left) and 500 x times magnification (right). Red arrows – loading direction. 

In sample loaded parallel to fiber direction fracture of glass fiber was observed (Figure 44), 

in greater magnification interface debonding between polar glass and nonpolar 

polypropylene can be observed, this corelates well with literature findings [47]. It can be 

said that glass fibers are responsible for most of the strength in this direction.     

In sample loaded perpendicular to fiber direction fracture of glass fiber was observed (Figure 

45) glass fibers were not fractured, some were snapped, but that was caused by secondary 

bending of fibers, after crack initiation, not by tension loading. Primary failure mod was 

polypropylene failing in between fibers.     
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8.2 Compression test  

Compression test was conducted according to ASTM C 364. In accordance with literature 

finding all samples failed due to loss of stability as can be seen in Figure 48.  

  

Figure 48 – Failure of sample with polypropylene skins due to loss of stability. Acceptable 

failure (left), unacceptable failure (right). 

 

Despite measuring at least 12 samples of each type, several had to be invalidated due to 

unacceptable failure near the jaws, as required by the standard. Obtained values are presented 

in Table 7, the stress – strain graphs can be seen in Figures 49 and 50. 

Table 7 – Edgewise compression test results. 

PP PP + glass fiber 

perpendicular (⊥) parallel (||) perpendicular (⊥) parallel (||) 

E [MPa] σmax[MPa] E [MPa] σmax[MPa] E [MPa] σmax[MPa] E [MPa] σmax[MPa] 

N 7 10 5 6 

x 2333 46 2260 48 2133 25 12026 82 

s 112.0 1.9 149.4 0.9 130.0 3.6 474.2 6.0 
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Figure 49 – Stress strain curve for edgewise compression test on sandwich with PP+Glass 

fibers skins. 

 

 

Figure 50 – Stress strain curve for edgewise compression test on sandwich with PP skins. 
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Polypropylene reinforced with glass fibers displayed significantly higher modulus and max 

stress when loaded in direction of fibers, compared to when loaded perpendicular to fibers. 

It is because in order to loss stability sample has to deform (inwards or outwards), but glass 

fibers resist this deformation.  This was anticipated, interesting is that polypropylene with 

glass fibers showed lower modulus and maximum stress compared to extruded 

polypropylene (filled with talc). Glass fibers in this perpendicular configuration not only that 

they don’t prevent deformation, but they even induce instability, leading to loss of stability.  

For polypropylene in parallel to extrusion direction and perpendicular to extrusion direction 

data were not significant enough to prove anisotropy.   

Maximum strength in compression was not relevantly measured in this test as all specimens 

failed due to loss of stability.  
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9 MECHANICAL OPTIMISATION  

 Structure was optimized for flexural rigidity to given wight. Structure was optimized as 

sandwich structure with asymmetrical skins with specified width and unit length. All 

calculations were conducted in excel spreadsheet. Main variables for optimization were 

skins thickness (t1,t2) and material composition of skins. Effect of core and skins orientation 

on predicted value of stiffness was also investigated. Key mechanical properties used for 

optimization can be seen in Table 8. 

Table 8 – Data used for calculations 

PP + GL PP 
E1 (+) [MPa] E2  (-)[MPa] ρ1 [kgm-3] E1 (+)[MPa] E2  (-)[MPa] ρ2 [kgm-3] 

32 000 12 000 1600 670 2 300 1250 
Firstly, neutral axis position was determined using Equation 26, which was modified to 

determine position of neutral axis – e. 

𝑒 =
𝐸1𝑡1(

𝑡1
2

+𝑡3+
𝑡2
2

)+𝐸3𝑡3(
𝑡3
2

+
𝑡2
2

)

𝐸1𝑡1+𝐸3𝑡3+𝐸2𝑡2
 (38) 

where:  

E1,2,3 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

e – centroid location (distance from the middle axis of the lower skin to 

the neutral axis) 

Then flexural rigidity can be predicted.  

Flexural rigidity is then:  

𝐾 = 𝑏 ∙ [
𝐸1𝑡1

3

12
+

𝐸2𝑡2
3

12
+

𝐸3𝑡3
3

12
+ 𝐸1𝑡1(𝑑 − 𝑒)2 + 𝐸2𝑡2𝑒2 + 𝐸3𝑡3 (

𝑡3+𝑡2

2
− 𝑒)

2

] (39) 

where:  

E1,2,3 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1/2+t2/2+ t3) [36] 

e – centroid location  

b – width of sandwich structure (can be dismissed for unit rigidity)  
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Weight of sandwich structure is easily calculated:  

𝑚 = 𝑏 ∙ [𝜌1𝑡1 + 𝜌2𝑡2 + 𝜌3𝑡3] (40) 

where:  

𝜌1,2,3 – layer density (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

b – width of sandwich structure (can be dismissed for unit weight)  

Specific flexural rigidity is than calculated by dividing flexural rigidity by weight. 

Ω =
𝐾

𝑚
 (41) 

where:  

K – flexural rigidity  

m – weight  

Example calculations for sandwich structure with asymmetrical skins t1 = 2 mm and t2 = 3 

mm (AS = 1,5 – see Equation 46) and values from Table 7. For this optimization to work it 

is needed to specify overall sandwich thickness – h = 20 mm. Centroid location is then:  

𝑒 =
𝐸1𝑡1(

𝑡1
2

+𝑡3+
𝑡2
2

)+𝐸3𝑡3(
𝑡3
2

+
𝑡2
2

)

𝐸1𝑡1+𝐸3𝑡3+𝐸2𝑡2
=

32 000 000 ∙0.002(
0.002

2
+0.015+

0.003

2
)+1 000 000∙0.015(

0.015

2
+

0.003

2
)

32 000 000 ∙0.002+1 000 000∙0.015+12 000 000 ∙0.003
=

11.60 mm (42) 

where:  

E1,2,3 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1)  

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

e – centroid location (distance from the middle axis of the lower skin to 

the neutral axis)  
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For width b = 20 mm. Flexural rigidity is:  

𝐾 = 𝑏 ∙ [
𝐸1𝑡1

3

12
+

𝐸2𝑡2
3

12
+

𝐸3𝑡3
3

12
+ 𝐸1𝑡1(𝑑 − 𝑒)2 + 𝐸2𝑡2𝑒2 + 𝐸3𝑡3 (

𝑡3+𝑡2

2
− 𝑒)

2

] = 0.02 ∙

[
32 000 000∙0.0023

12
+

12 000 000∙0.0033

12
+

1 000 000∙0.015
3

12
+ 32 000 000 ∙ 0.002(0.0175 −

0.0112)2 + 12 000 000 000 ∙ 0.01122 + 1 000 000 ∙ 0.015 (
0.018

2
− 0.0112)

2

] =

143.5 𝑁 ∙ 𝑚2 (43) 

where:  

E1,2,3 – layer elasticity modulus (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1)  

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

d – distance of centroids of the skins (d=t1/2+t2/2+ t3) [36] 

e – centroid location  

b – width of sandwich structure (can be dismissed for unit rigidity)  

Weight is calculated:  

𝑚 = 𝑏 ∙ [𝜌1𝑡1 + 𝜌2𝑡2 + 𝜌3𝑡3] =  0.02 ∙ [1600 ∙ 0.002 + 1600 ∙ 0.003 + 80 ∙ 0.015] =

0.159 kg ∙ m−1 (44) 

where:  

𝜌1,2,3 – layer density (numbering by stiffness – stiffest = 1) 

t1,2,3 – layer thickness  

b – width of sandwich structure (can be dismissed for unit weight)  

Finally specific flexural rigidity is calculated. 

Ω =
𝐾

𝑚
=

143.5

0.159
= 732.37 𝑁 ∙ 𝑚3 ∙ 𝑘𝑔−1 (45) 

where:  

K – flexural rigidity  

m – weight  
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In Excel those calculations were conducted for 3 main variations and 4 sub variations.  

Variations:  

1. Sandwich structure with skins from polypropylene reinforce with long glass fiber 

(proUD0°) 

2. Sandwich structure with skins from extruded polypropylene 

3. Sandwich structure with skin in tension from polypropylene reinforce with long glass 

fiber (proUD0°) and skin in compression from extruded polypropylene 

Sub variation lies in changing thickness of skin in compression relative to skin in tension 

and differs for all variations. 

Resulting data can be seen in Figures 50,52 and 53 

Asymmetry – AS:  

𝐴𝑆 =  
𝑡2

𝑡1
 (46) 

where:  

t1,2 – layer thickness  

 

Figure 51 - Optimizing function for maximum flexural stiffness and minimal weight for PP 

+ GL. 
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Figure 52 - Optimizing function for maximum flexural stiffness and minimal weight 

extruded PP. 

 

Figure 53 - Optimizing function for maximum flexural stiffness and minimal weight - 

combination PP and PP+GL. 
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All optimization curves have characteristic trend. Optimized structure is in local maximum, 

which can bee seen from graphs (Figures 49,50,51), or exact data of specific flexural rigidity. 

It can also be found using derivations. Local maximum is: 

𝜕

𝜕𝑡1
(

𝐾

𝑚
) = 0 (47) 

where:  

K – flexural rigidity  

m – weight  

For structure with both skins from polypropylene reinforced with long glass fibers 

(proUD0°) optimization found even local maximum to asymmetry of skins, local maximum 

was found by plotting values for each calculation into one graph (Figure 49). Local 

maximum for asymmetry was AS = 1.5 at t1/h = 0.09. This is due to different elastic modulus 

of skins in compression and tension.  

For skins from extruded polypropylene or combinations local maximum was not found, as 

value of specific flexural rigidity continues to grow exponentially. For skins with extruded 

polypropylene specific flexural rigidity grows with growing value of asymmetry. For 

combination of skin materials opposite can is true, value of flexural rigidity grows with 

decreasing value of asymmetry.  

This optimization approach has it´s limitations. Biggest of which is that it doesn’t take into 

account manufacturability and cost. Manufacturability can be integrated as limits of 

thicknesses for each variant. Cost can be plugged into optimization as cost for specified area 

or volume and replace density in Equation 40.  

It is also possible to optimize for maximum strength, but as loading mode is not specified 

this optimization is not suitable. As loading mode (single force, uniform load, bending 

moment, temperature difference) and support configuration (single support, cantilever beam, 

etc.) would affect final result greatly and there for would each require specific optimization.  

¨ 
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9.1 Bend testing 

To evaluate obtained data from mechanical tests and mechanical optimization bend test was 

carried out. Test was conducted according to ASTM C 393, sample size described earlier. 

As testing machine was not equipped with device, that could accurately measure deflection 

in middle of the test sample, it was not possible to determine what affect had shear stiffness 

of core and flexural rigidity on final deflection. Therefor it was needed to perform three point 

bend test and four point bend test. Thant using equations from ASTM C 393 both can be 

calculated and compared to predicted values. Recorded data with error bars for 1. Series are 

shown in Figure 54. 

 

Figure 54 - Four point bend test data -Series 1. 

 

From both bending test only force at given displacement are important. Maximum stress at 

maximum displacement are often used for calculations. But during testing skins were failing 

due to indentation, which may altered data. So data from linear part of curve may result in 

more precise calculation (for series 1 – Fmax ≈ 2000 N at ∆lmax ≈ 10 mm, but value F ≈ 

1000 N at ∆lmax ≈ 4 mm may result in more precise calculation, because ∆lmax consist of 

beam deflection, but also from skin deflection due to indentation). 

Data obtained from test can be seen in Tables 9 and 10 with predicted values of flexural 

rigidity – K and shear modulus of core – G in Table 11.  
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Flexural rigidity and shear modulus of core was calculated using equations from ASTM 

C393 

Flexural rigidity: 

𝐾 =  
𝐹1𝐿1

3[1−(11∙𝐿1
2/8𝐿1

2)]

48𝛿1[1−(2𝐹1𝐿1𝛿2/𝐹2𝐿2𝛿1)]
 (49) 

where: 

F1 – Force from three-point bend test 

F2 – Force from four-point bend test 

L1,2 – Major distance between supports  

𝛿1 – Deflection in three-point bend test 

𝛿 2 – Deflection in four-point bend test 

 

 

𝐺 =  
𝐹1𝐿1𝑐[8𝐿1

2/11𝐿2
2−1]

𝛿1𝑏(ℎ+𝑡3)2[(16𝐹1𝐿1
3𝛿2/11𝐹2𝐿2

3𝛿1)−1]
 (50) 

where: 

F1 – Force from three-point bend test 

F2 – Force from four-point bend test 

L1,2 – Major distance between supports  

𝛿 1 – Deflection in three-point bend test 

𝛿 2 – Deflection in four-point bend test 

b – Sandwich thickness 

h – Sandwich height 

t3 – Core height  
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Table 9 - Measured data in three point bend test. 

Measured data in three point bend test 
  Series 3 - UD 6/4 Series 4 - UD 9/6 Series 5 -PP (⊥) Series 6 -PP (II) 

N 3 2 2 4 
xFmax [N] 1024.2 1362.0 198.4 263 
sFmax [N] 1.9 15.3 33.6 6.9 

x𝛿 max [mm] 8 13 9 7 
s𝛿 max [mm] 0.6 0.2 2.3 0.6 

 Table 10 - Measured data in four point bend test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11 - Data used to calculate flexural rigidity and core shear stiffness. 

Data used to calculate flexural rigidity and core shear stiffness 

  Series 3 - UD 6/4 Series 4 - UD 9/6 Series 5 -PP (⊥) Series 6 -PP (II) 
F3 [N] 558.0 673.0 110.0 163.0 

𝛿l3 [mm] 2.0 2.5 3.3 3.2 
F4 [N] 1574.0 1970.0 380.0 316.0 

𝛿l4 [mm] 4.5 5.4 15.0 10..3 
h [mm] 20.45 20.6 20.3 20.4 
t3 [mm] 17.6 17.0 19.5 19.6 

K - ASTM C393 [N/mm2] 2.86 ∙ 107 4.59 ∙ 107 1.27 ∙ 106 1.37∙ 106 
K - predicted [N/mm2] 1.29∙ 108 2.37∙ 108 6.19∙ 106 6.99∙ 106 
G - ASTM C393 [MPa] 

  
1.2 1.3 

G - ISO 1922 [MPa] 52 76 
Although expected, the difference between the measured and predicted values is substantial. 

This trend is described well literature findings and corelates with past experiments[39][46].  

All tested samples failed due to indentation of upper (thicker) skin. This can be avoided only 

by making skinss thicker, or core thinner (thinner core > lower rigidity > less force applied 

on skins). But this was not possible due to manufacturing limitations. For thicker skins 

(Series 3,4) significant shear deformation of core was observed. But due to core from 

polypropylene being relatively flexible it did not cracked, as would more rigid material. This 

can be seen in Figure 55.  

Measured data in four point bend test 

  
Series 1- 
UD 5/5 

Series 2 - 
UD 3/2 

Series 3 - 
UD 6/4 

Series 4 - 
UD 9/6 

Series 5 -
PP (⊥) 

Series 6 -
PP (II) 

N 5 3 1 2 1 2 
xFmax [N] 2064 1665 2107 2406 729 380 
sFmax [N] 20.7 151.0   107.2   50.2 

x𝛿 max [mm] 12 9 14 13 21 18 
s𝛿 max [mm] 0.6 1.1   0.8   4.1 
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Figure 55 – Failed sample in four point bend test, with visible skin indentation and shear 

deformation region. 

From Figure 55 is clearly visible, that shear truly occur only between support, as in stress 

distribution prediction in Figure 35. Difference between predicted and measured values for 

series 3 and 4 [Series 3 – 4x proUD0° (~ 0.8 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (||) - 6x proUD0° (~ 

1.2 mm; Series 4 – 6x proUD0° (~ 1.2 mm) – Foam 80 kgm-3 (||)- 9x proUD0° (~ 1.8 mm)] 

can be seen in Figure 56. 

 

Figure 56 - Comparison of predicted and measured flexural rigidity for series 3 and 4. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study explores the mechanical properties and optimization strategies of sandwich 

structures made solely from polypropylenes. Through meticulous experimentation and 

rigorous analysis, this study aimed to illuminate the remarkable potential of thermoplastic 

materials in revolutionizing the realm of sandwich construction. The research spanned a 

wide array of tests and examinations, covering the core and skin materials, as well as the 

overall behavior of the sandwich structures. 

The core of this study revolved around the mechanical performance of polypropylene foam, 

a material of particular interest due to its altered cell orientation. Notable values for key 

parameters such as compressive strength, shear strength, and elastic modulus were 

measured. For instance, in compression tests parallel to the extrusion direction, 

polypropylene foam exhibited elastic moduli ranging from 9.4 MPa to 22.3 MPa, depending 

on density. Similarly, in compression tests perpendicular to the extrusion direction, the 

elastic moduli ranged from 0.4 MPa to 2.4 MPa. These results underscore the considerable 

mechanical potential of polypropylene foam as a core material for sandwich structures as 

well as reflect the effect of cell orientation and density on mechanical properties. 

Furthermore, experiments with skin materials, including extruded polypropylene and 

polypropylene reinforced with long glass fibers, yielded valuable insights into their tensile 

and compressive properties. 

While this study showcased the promising mechanical characteristics of polypropylene 

sandwich structures, it also uncovered some challenges and limitations. Discrepancies 

between measured (Ser. 4 – K = 4.59 ∙ 107 N/mm2) and predicted values (Ser 4 - K =  

2.37∙ 108 N/mm2), particularly in flexural rigidity and core shear stiffness, underscored the 

complexities involved in structural optimization. Moreover, the propensity for upper skin 

indentation and core shear deformation highlighted the need for further refinement in design 

and manufacturing processes and need for better testing methods. 

Despite these challenges, this study represents a significant step forward in understanding 

and harnessing the potential of polypropylene sandwich structures. By providing a 

comprehensive analysis of their mechanical behavior and optimization strategies, it lays the 

groundwork for future advancements in this burgeoning field, with implications spanning 

industries from construction to automotive engineering. 
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ABS – Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 

AS – Asymmetry 

ASTM – American Society for Testing and Materials 

CAGR – Compound Annual Growth Rate 

E* - Foam Modulus of Elasticity 

E1,2,3 – Layer Elasticity Modulus (Numbering by Stiffness – Stiffest = 1) 

Ei – Flexural Modulus of Element 

Es – Unfoamed Polymer Modulus of Elasticity 

FFF – Fused Filament Fabrication 

G* - Foam Shear Modulus 
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HDPE – High Density Polyethylene 

ISO – International Organization for Standardization 
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N – Newtons 

PA – Polyamide 

PE – Polyethylene 

PEEK – Polyether Ether Ketone 

PEI – Polyetherimide 

PLA – Polylactic Acid 

PP – Polypropylene 

PP+GL – Polypropylene Reinforced with Glass Fibers 

PUR – Polyurethane 

PVC – Polyvinyl Chloride 

SEM – Scanning Electron Microscope 
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T – Temperature 

UV – Ultraviolet 

USD – United States Dollar 

W – Watt 

X-rays – X-rays 

XPP – Expanded Polypropylene 
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δ – Displacement 

δM – Displacement by Bending Moment 

δT – Displacement by Shear Forces 
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ε(y) – Strain Based on the Position in y 

𝜎(y) – Stress Based on Position in y 
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ρ* - Foam Density 

ρs – Unfoamed Polymer Density 

τ – Shear Stress 

τ3 – Shear Stress in Core 

τa – Maximum Allowed Shear Stress 

τc – Combined Shear Stress 
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bR – Reduced Width 
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